**Introduction**

Thank you for choosing this Bluetooth Smart watch for sport and health. You will understand the use of the watch, and enjoy its perfect functionality and simple method of operation.

The watch is a new generation of Bluetooth 3.0+EDR specialty product. Functions as below: Bluetooth phone function, Bluetooth message push (should install APK on your Android smart mobile), Bluetooth Music Player, step counter, Calories, camera, record, U disk, etc.

The APK “BT Notification” is suggested to be installed and run on your device (smart phone or tablet PC), then the watch will automatically synchronize time and date with the Bluetooth device (Support Android versions only, Apple does not support now). And the watch can receive notifications from your smart phone, including short message, QQ, WeChat. Use the “BT Notification” need to open the Bluetooth notification service in the smart phone "Accessibility settings", then in the options of "Bluetooth notification", you should choose applications which you want to push message.

"Bluetooth notice" application can be download by scanning the two-dimensional code, and can be download from this link: http://url.cn/8kF6kd.

We reserve the rights to make some modifications or advance notices about the product in this manual.

* You can set the display to be lighted on always for someone who likes that. Do this by setting “off” in menu “setting” - “display” - “screen time out”. In this case, touch panel will be auto-locked in 15secs to avoid mis-touch.

**2 Bluetooth Connect, Disconnect or Reconnect**

Connect way1: Watch initiate a Bluetooth connection pairing information.

Connect way2: Smart phone initiate a Bluetooth connection pairing information.

After connected, the watch will send a request to your device for reading your phonebook and call history (Involving personal privacy, some intelligent mobiles do not open this feature), please agree it, otherwise the function of synchronizing the phone book and call history will not work normally.

When the distance between the watch and the device is further than 10M (nothing obstruct such as a wall, etc), they will disconnect automatically. If they are nearby again in 5mins, connected automatically. Otherwise, manual reconnection is necessary.

The Bluetooth Smart watch will ring when reconnect succeed or disconnect.

**3 Functions**

- **Dial/Receive a call**, Slide upward on the clock interface.
- **Audio Player**, Can play Bluetooth music and local music.

---

**1 Wearing and Operation**

Please wear this Bluetooth Smart watch in the correct direction. When wearing the watch, buttons should be located on the left side, and the camera lens located above the watch glass.

- **PAGE UP KEY**, can switch between different menus;
- **SELECT KEY**, can select the menu;
- **ON/OFF KEY**, Long press for ON/OFF and short press for EXIT from menu to clock. And short press at clock display to light on or off the display;
- Tap on the screen: Enter the menu;
- Slide left or right: Enter the menu;
- Slide downward: Exit the menu;
- Slide upward on the clock interface, dial interface will pop out, dial the number by tap the keys.

* Don’t cover the hole of MIC or Speaker when calling.
BT music is default to be played. The audio player on should be run at first for some smart phones (Note: tap “+” or “-”of volume will enter the volume control interface, and this interface will auto-return after no operation, manual return is no need).

Local MP3 music stored in the memory can be played by this watch. In the “Audio player” interface, press the middle key on left, tap on “local music” of the popped menu. Then press the middle key on left in music play interface, will pop out “local list” for you to check the music list in local memory (Note: when you copy music files from computer to the watch, please save them to the folder "My Music". If you can’t find these music files first time when you enter “local music”, please tap “refresh list”). You can switch between “BT music” and “local music” by press the SELECT KEY on left.

- **Step Counter**
  Step Counter is designed specifically for those concerned about the health. Chest and head should rising, and arms should swing when walk, a more accurate record will be get.

  The window on up-left displays step number, up-right displays distance, and the rectangle “key” for tapping is “ON/OFF”. Below it is calories counter and time counter. There is “options” of step counter on the up-right corner, parameters and records can be set or checked by tapping in. The step counter runs background as the default.

  The first several steps of the user will not show immediately on the windows to avoid false account. Display will start after steps are stable. But those first several steps will also be countered.

  The step number displayed auto-return to “0” each day. Stop and restart the counter, step number increase. Clear to “0” by “reset” Through the Options menu selection.

  - **Camera & Multimedia**, take pictures, video, and photo / video playback, audio record and others;
  - **Setting**, set clock, tone mode, volume, language, display, password lock, check the battery level, and Bluetooth settings or restore the factory settings.
    
    default password: 0000.
    
    Password should no more than 8 bit number.
  - **Call History**, including “Missed calls”, “Dialed calls”, “Received calls”, “All calls”, Each 30 records.
  - **Phone Book**, phone book can be synced from your device.
  - **File Manager**, will see all the folders in memory. “my music”, auto appear after the corresponding operation. “Videos” is after the video is recording, “photos” is after the photo is photographed, "audio" is after recording. "my music" is after entering audio player. Music can be played by audio player only when it is in the corresponding folder “my music”. others are same.
  - **Charger**, a standard USB interface plug hiding in the strap buckle of the watch. Charge by charger or computer.

- **U Disk**
- **Others**

  The Bluetooth Smart watch enter standby when not used, no display on the LCD, clock will be displayed when any key pressed, the watch can work continuous about 5 days. If you choose “off the screen timeout” in the display setting, display will always on. the watch can work continuous about 20 hours.
How to set up correct language.

1. Step One: Choose “设置” and Press “OK” to confirm it.

2. Step Two: Select Chinese words “语言” and Press “OK” to confirm it.

3. Step Three: Select “English” and Press “OK” to confirm it to finish languages settings.